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The equation bye + p” = x3 is regarded as a diophantine equation in the 
integer variables X, y, and n. Solutions of such equations are explicitly con- 
structed for a large class of parameters b and p. For example, the five families of 
solutions to the equation yB + 11” = Xs are given. Indeed, the conditions on b 
and p and the proofs can he viewed as natural generalization of this special 
case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the objectives of this paper is to show how all the nontrivial 
solutions (i.e., solutions with xy # 0) of the equation 
by2 + p” = x3 (1) 
can be found, even though the parameters b and p have not been tied. 
To accomplish this, one must avoid working in cubic or quartic number 
fields, since their fundamental units can not explicitly be constructed. 
This has the added advantage that no restrictions on the class number of 
such fields are required. 
By a well-known theorem of Mahler (see, e.g., [3]) Proposition 1 
in Section 2 below implies that there are only a finite number of families 
of solutions to Eq. (l), and the effective methods of Coates [3] then 
provide constraints which in principle can be used to solve (1). However, 
one does not obtain explicit formulas for the solutions nor really practical 
bounds on x, y, and 12 in this way. Another objective of this paper is to 
provide an alternative to Coates’ approach. 
Equation (1) has been studied by many mathematicians. Usually 
n and b have been assumed to be unity, andp is either specified (e.g., p = 2, 
as was studied by Fermat and Bachet-see, e.g., [7]), or p is required 
1 AMS (MOS, 1970) classification: primary lOB25, secondary lOA35. 
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to be of a rather special form (e.g., p = 2c3 - 3d2, as in 1441). Chapter 26 
of Mordell’s book [7] is an excellent source for results of this type. 
However, in Rabinowitz’s recent paper [8] n is a variable, and (1) is solved 
for b = 1 and p of the form &2i3j. 
Standard notation is used throughout the paper. In particular, a ) b 
means a divides b, and a 11 b means a divides b while b/a and a are relatively 
prime; ord,(n) = k means pk )I n; (n 1 p) is the quadratic character of it 
at p; Q denotes the field of rational numbers. If p is a prime ideal in the 
ring of integers of Q(dk), then p splits means that p # $i, the prime 
conjugate to p. 
In order to make clear how the various assumptions on the parameters 
b and p are used, we list them below and shall indicate which are needed 
in each step of the solution as we proceed. 
p is a prime such that 
p E 2 module 3 and p = 3 modulo 4. 
b is a square-free positive integer, 
and either b = 2 or b = 1 mod 4. 
bp + 7 mod 8. 
(b lp) = 1. 
The class numbers of Q(dq) and Q(l/-bp) 
are not divisible by 3. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Note that condition (2) implies that p = 11 mod 12 and that (2) and (5) 
imply that (3b I p) = -1. Condition (5) also implies that p f b. Once 
b has been chosen, conditions (2)-(5) are really congruence conditions. 
For example, when b = 2, (2)-(5) are equivalent to p = - 1 module 24. 
The case b = 1 is discussed in some detail in Section 7. 
2, REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM 
If (x, y, n) is a solution of Eq. (l), then so is (p%, &p3y, n + 6). Hence 
all the solutions of (1) can be derived from those for which y > 0, and 
either p2 f x or p3 f y. We call such solutions primitive. Obviously, it will 
suffice to construct the primitive solutions of Eq. (1). (Namely, let 
(x’, y’, n’) be a solution of Eq. (1). Then there is a solution (x, y, n) such 
that x’ = pzkx, y’ = psky, n’ = 6k + n, where (x, y, n) is either a primitive 
solution or (p, 0,3).) 
Let us call a solution trivial if xy = 0. Clearly, (x, y, n) = (1, 0,O) 
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is the only trivial primitive solution to (1). We now look for the nontrivial 
solutions. 
We begin with the simple observation that, since by2 + p” - x3 = 0, 
at least two of the terms have the same p-adic value. So, if we write 
x = p’X, y = p”Y, where p f XY, then since p f b either 2s = n < 3r, or 
3r = n < 2s, or 3r = n = 2s, or 2s = 3r -C n. It is then easy to see that 
it sufices to solve one of the four equations below: 
by2 + 1 = ~59, where t > 0, (7) 
bpy2 + 1 = x3, (8) 
by2 + 1 = x3, (9 
by2 + pt = x3, where t > 0 and p { xy. (10) 
We now quote a theorem which in its full generality was apparently 
first proved by Hemer [SJ. A proof also appears in [8], and a proof for 
the special case M = 1 in [7, p. 2411. 
THEOREM 1. [Hemer]. Given y2 - km2 = a?, an equation in rational 
integers, where k # 1 and is square free. Suppose that the class number 
of Q(l/r;) is not divisible by 3, and that none of the primes p of Q(ln;) 
that divide 2m split. Then &-y + m 2/jF = pa3, where 01 is an integer 
of Q(l/l;> and p is either 1 or the fundamental unit of Q(G). 
Equations (7)-(g) are easily disposed of. 
Equation (7) contradicts conditions (2) and (5) since they imply that 
(-b jp) = -1. 
Equation (8) uses conditions (4) and (6). Multiplying (8) by b3p3 we see 
that if r&ices to solve 
(b2p2y)2 + b3p3 = (bpx)3. 
By (4) and (6) we may apply Hemer’s theorem. (For the behavior of 
primes in Q(d-bp), see, e.g., [2, p. 2361.) Since the only units in Q(ap) 
are &I, p = 1 and we may drop the first -J= sign. Thus 
b2P2Y + bp q = ((u + v 1/--bp)p)3, 
where u = v mod 2. Hence (i) b2p2y = u(u2 - 3bpv2)/8, and (ii) bp = 
v(3u2 - bpv2)/8. 
The fhst of these equations implies that u = 0 mod(bp). Write u = bpU. 
Then the second equation gives 
8 = v(3bpU2 - v2). 
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Hence v = fl, f2, f4, &8, and so 3bpU2 = 9, -7, 8,0, 18, --14,65, 
or -63. If 3bpUz = 0, then v = 2, u = 0, x = 1, y = 0. If 3bpU2 = 9, 
then v = 1, u = 3, x = 1, y = 0. If 3bpU2 = 18, then v = 4, u = 6, and 
y = -21/4 is not an integer. All the other values for 3bpU2 are either 
not positive or not divisible by 3. Hence, ifp satisfies conditions (4) and (6), 
Eq. (8) has only the trivial solution. 
Equation (9) can be analyzed just like (8). It too has only the trivial 
solution. Hence we have shown the following to be true. 
PROPOSITION 1. If p satisfies conditions (2) and (4~(6), then a primitive 
sohkon (x, y, n) of by2 + pn = x3 is either the trivial solution (1, 0,O) 
or satisfies 
by2 + pt = x3, 
where t > 0 andp f xy. 
3. THE EQUATION Ku2 = pn +I 
In the next two sections, we will require information about the integer 
solutions of 
Ku2 = p” + 1, (11) 
where K is a positive square-free integer with at least one prime factor 
LG3mod4. 
We require a theorem of Mahler [6]. To state this theorem, we introduce 
the following notation. For any integer 1, let a(l) be the set of primes 
that divide 1. Let D(l) be the set of all integers m such that n(m) C z(l). 
The set of all pairs of positive integers x, y such that 
x2 - dy2 = A 
will be denoted by M(d, A), and the subset of M(d, A) of all (x, y) for 
which y ~17(d) will be denoted by N(d, A). The pair (x, y) E M(d, A) 
with minimum y is called the minimum pair. 
THEOREM 2. (Mahler). Suppose A is a square-free integer, da nonsquare 
positive integer, A 1 2d, and A # 1 or -d. Then N(d, A) is either 
(i) the empty set, 
(ii) the set containing the single pair, the minimum pair of M(d, A), or 
(iii) the set containing the two pairs, the minimum pair (e, f) of M(d, A) 
and (g, h), where 
g+h&= (e:fAy . 
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The minimum pair (e, f) of M(d, A) can be characterized by 
where (b, c) is the minimum pair of M(d, l), i.e., the “fundamental solution” 
of PeN’s equation. 
Since - 1 is not a square modulo L, Eq. (11) implies that n must be odd. 
Multiplying Eq. (11) by K and writing 12 = 2m + 1, we see that 
(Ku)~ - Kp(pm)* = K. 
Applying Mahler’s Theorem, we see that there are at most two solutions 
to this equation. If (Ku,p”) and (KU,p”) both are solutions to (12), 
then by part (iii) of Mahler’s Theorem 
(Ku + pm d/Kp)3 KU+p”1/F=- K * 
Hence pM = p”(3Ku2 + ~*~+l), and so (~~-~“-l - l)~*~+’ = 3Ku2. 
This is impossible for p a prime. Hence, there is at most one solution (n, u) 
to Eq. (11). Since the solution of Eq. (11) is derived from the minimum 
pair of M(Kp, K), by the characterization of this pair given in Mahler’s 
Theorem we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let K be a positive square-free integer with at least 
one prime factor L E 3 mod 4. Let f > 0, g > 0, be the smallest positive 
integers satisfying f 2 - Kpg2 = 1, and suppose Kg2/(2f + 2) = (p*)“. Then 
n=2m$l, u2 = cf + 1)/6 
is a solution of Ku2 = p” + 1. 
There are no other solutions. 
- 
Since the fundamental unit of Q(l/Kp) is effectively computable via 
the continued fraction algorithm, Eq. (11) can be considered solved. 
In practice, it may prove difhcult to compute this unit, so we shall develop 
some criteria which can be used to show there are no solutions for 
particular values of K and p. As is easy to see, when b and p satisfy 
conditions (2)-(4), b = 1 mod 8 is equivalent to p = 3 mod 8. We shall 
only investigate this case. So we assume p = 3 mod 8. We also assume all 
the oadprime factors L of K are congruent to 3 mod 8. 
Suppose a solution of Eq. (11) exists and suppose p + 1 = Krv2, 
where r is square free. Let q be a prime factor of r. Since (p + l)(pn + l)= 
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~(Kuv)~, ord,((p + l)(pn + 1)) is odd. Hence, ordP(pn + 1) > ord,(p + l), 
and so q 1 n. Since r is square free, r divides n. 
Let 
11-l 
Fn(x) = c (-x)6 = 3. 
i=O 
(12) 
Since F,,(x) = n mod(x + 1), 
the common factors of F,(x) and (x + 1) must divide n. (13) 
AISO, 
ifx=3mod8andnisodd,F,,(x)=2-nmod8. (14) 
Suppose now that n = qm, where q is an odd prime. Let x = p4”. 
Since when a solution of Eq. (11) exists n and, therefore, m are odd, 
x = 3 mod 8 by our assumption aboutp. By Eq. (1 l), Ku2 = (x + 1) F,(x), 
and so 
x + 1 = cu2, F,(x) = dw2, 
where c, d are square free. By (13) d 1 qK, and so, by the assumption 
on K, d is either even or d = q or 3q mod 8. By (14) dw2 = 2 - q mod 8. 
Hence q $ 3 mod 4. Since n is odd, every prime factor q of n is congruent 
to 1 mod 4. 
Suppose now that K = L, *.* L, , where the L, are odd primes, and that 
p = -1 mod Lj for j = I,..., s. Let z = (x - 1)/2. Then (z 1 K) = 
(K 1 z) = (- 1)” since z = 1 mod 4, and z = - 1 mod Lj for each j. 
Also, F,(x) = 1 mod z, x + 1 = 2 mod z, and so Ku2 = 2 mod z. Hence, 
(2K 1 z) = +l and so (2 I z) = (-1)“. Thus, if s is odd z = +5 mod 8, 
and if s is even z = + 1 mod 8. Hence, zf s is odd p = 11 mod 16, and 
ifs is even p = 3 mod 16. 
We have shown the following to be true. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose p = 3 mod 8, that K is a positive square-free 
integer with s oddprime factors L, and that for all these L, 
L I 3 mod 8, and p=-1modL. 
If there are integers n, u such that pn + 1 = Ku2, then the following hold. 
(i) If p + 1 = Krv2 where r is square free, then r is a divisor of n. 
(ii) If q is a prime divisor of n, then q = 1 mod 4. Hence r is only 
divisible by primes q = 1 mod 4. 
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(iii) If K is odd and has an even number of prime factors, then 
p E 3 mod 16. If K is odd and has an odd number of prime factors, then 
p = 11 mod 16. 
4. EQUATION (10) WHEN t Is EVEN 
When t is even, we may rewrite Eq. (10) as 
(byj2 + Wpm)2 = (W, where p f xy and m > 0. 
We shall solve this equation using conditions (2), (3), (5), and (6). 
By (3) and (6) we may apply Hemer’s theorem; thus, 
b2y + bp” G = (u + v a)“. 
Hence (i) b2y = u(u2 - 3bv2), and (ii) bp* = ~(3~2 - bus). 
The first of these equations implies that u = 0 mod(b). Write u = bU. 
Then the second equation gives 
pm = v(3bU2 - 9). 
Hence, v = ipi, and, since p r y, p T U and since p T 3b, j = 0 or m. 
If j = m, then 3bU2 - p2m = &l. A congruence mod 3 shows that 
the sign must be negative. Hence, 
p2m = 1 + 3~2 = (1 + u m)(l - U d--3b). 
This equation is impossible, since by conditions (2) and (5) (3b I p) = - 1, 
and so p does not split in Q(&%). 
If j = 0, then 3bU2 - 1 = +p”. By Proposition 2 there is at most 
one pair (U, m) satisfying this equation; if such U, m exist, 
(x, y, n) = ((bU)2 + 1, U(bU2 - 3), 2m) 
is a primitive solution of Eq. (1). 
5. EQUATION (10) WHEN t Is ODD 
When t is odd, we may rewrite Eq. (10) as (b2y)” + (bp)(bp”)2 = (bx)3, 
where p 7 xy and m >, 0. We shall solve this equation using conditions (4) 
and (6). 
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Hemer’s theorem applies; thus, 
bay + W’ I’=& = (&u + QV -13, where u E vmod2. 
Suppose first that u and v are even, and replace $u with u’, and GJV 
with v’. We may then argue as in the preceding section to see that u’ = bU, 
and v’ = 1 or pm. It is easy to see that v’ = 1 is impossible. If v’ = pm, 
then 
P 2m+1 + 1 z 3bU2. 
By Proposition 2, there is at most one pair (U, m) satisfying this equation; 
if such U, m exist, 
(x, y, n) = (4bU2 - 1, U(8bU2 - 3), 2m + 1) (16) 
is a primitive solution of Eq. (1). 
If u and v are both odd, then, arguing as before, u = bU, v = 1, or -pm. 
If v = 1, then 8~~ = 3bU2 - p. Since p f bU, this is impossible. Hence 
v = --pm, and so 
3bU2 -/- 8 = pam+l. (17) 
Note that a solution yields the primitive solution 
(x, y, n) = (bU2 + 2, U(bU2 + 3), 2m + 1) (18) 
of Eq. (1). 
The following theorem is a restatement of Theorems 1,9, and 13 of [l] 
with the notation slightly changed so that it conforms to ours. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose Eq. (17) has at least one solution. Let 
K = Q(d=i%), and suppose p is the prime ideal dividing (p) in the ring 
of integers of K. Then the following hold. 
(i) The order of p in the ideal class group of K is an even integer 21. 
(ii) There is a solution with the exponent 2m f 1 = 1. Thus 
p’ = 3bu2 -I- 8 for some integer u. 
(iii) There is at most one other solution, and for it the exponent is 
equal to sl, where s = 3 mod 4 and 
sl > I ( & (p’ - 8)ln - ;). 
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(iv) Zf (u, 1) is the smallest solution, then the second solution can exist 
only if, setting v = (3b - 1)/2, 
and 
8(+-1)/2 E (-1)y mod 3bu2 
for all odd primes q dividing u. 
6. SUMMARY OF RJZWLTS 
Gathering together the results of the previous sections we see that 
we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose p and b satisfy conditions (2)-(6). Then the 
equation 
by2 + pn = x3 
has the following primitive solutions. 
(i) The trivial solution 
(x, Y, 4 = (1, 0, 0). 
(ii) Zf there are integers k, w such that pk = 3bw2 - 1, then 
(x, y, n) = (4bw2 - 1, w(8bw2 - 3), k) 
and 
(x, y, n) = (bw2 + 1, w(bw2 - 3), 2k) 
are primitive solutions. 
There is at most one such pair of integers k, w. Zf f > 0, g > 0 are the 
smallest positive integers satisfying f 2 - (3bp) g2 = 1, then 
p2m = 3bg2/(2f + 2), and k = 2m + 1, w2 = cf + 1)/6. 
(iii) Zf there are integers, m, u such that pm = 3bu2 + 8, then 
(x, Y, n) = (bu2 + 2, u(bu” + 3), m), 
is a primitive solution. 
There are at most two such exponents m, and tf there are any, the smallest 
is I, where 21 is the order of p, the prime dividing (p) in the group of ideals of 
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Q(l/-sb). The other solution, if it exists, has the exponent n, where n 
is an odd multiple of I, n E 31 mod 4, and 
Moreover, this second solution can only exist if the order of 4 mod q is odd 
at every prime q dividing u. 
7. THE CASE b = 1 
In this section, we will assume b = 1. We can then replace conditions 
(2)-(6) with the following two conditions. 
p = 11 modulo 24. (19) 
The class number of Q(dq) is prime to 3. (20) 
We fist discuss Eq. (11) using the notation established in Section 3. 
The parameter K = 3, and so Proposition 3 applies. We shall develop 
one additional criterion for avoiding the computation of the fundamental 
unit of Q(e). It is easy to check whether the prime p = 32.8 - 1, 
so suppose not but suppose that there is a solution of (11) with the 
exponent n > 1. Letp + 1 = 3rva, where r is square free. By Proposition 3, 
n is the product of primes q = 1 mod 4 and r 1 n. Write n = rm. Since 
m = 1 mod 4, n = r mod 4r. Suppose q is a prime such thatp4,4’ = 1 mod q. 
Then pn = pT mod q, and so pr + 1 = 3u2 mod q; i.e., 3(p7 + 1) is a 
square mod q. 
Combining these results with Proposition 3, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 4. The equation 
3u= = pn + 1 (21) 
has no solutions ifp = 3 mod 16. 
If p = 11 mod 16 and there is no solution for n = 1, write p + 1 = 3rv2, 
with r # 1 and square free. Then there is no solution if either: 
(a) r has a prime factor q + 1 mod 4, or 
(b) there is a prime q such that p4’ = 1 mod q, but 3(p’ + 1) is not a 
square modulo q. 
A search was made on a high-speed digital computer for primes 
p E mod 16 satisfying conditions (19) and (20) and of the form 3ru2 - 1, 
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where r # 1 is square free. For p < 28,211 all save the four 1307, 5051, 
16,091, 20,507 satisfied either Proposition 4a or satisfied 4b for some 
prime q among the first 1000 (q < 7933). One can avoid computing the 
fundamental unit for these four cases as follows. 
Suppose pn = 3u2 - 1. By Proposition 3 we may assume n = 1 mod 4 
and3~n.Ifp=1307,writen=12k+j.Thenj=1or5.Ifj=~1, 
then (1307)” = 7 mod 13 and Eq. (21) has no solutions mod 13. If j = 5, 
then (1307)” = 3 mod 7 and Eq. (21) has no solutions mod 7. Thus 
there can be no solution to Eq. (21) for any n. Ifp = 16,091, (16,091)” = 1 
or 5 mod 13, and so Eq. (21) has no solutions mod 13. If p = 5051 
or 20,507, write n = 36k + j, where j = 1, 5, 13, 17, 25, or 29. 
Congruences mod 13, 19, or 37 then show that there are no solutions to 
Eq. (21) for these two p. Thus the following holds. 
PROPOSITION 5. If p satisjies conditions (19) and (20) and either 
p = 3 mod 16 or p < 28,211, then the equation 3u2 = p” + 1 has no 
solutions with n > 1. 
I conjecture that Proposition 5 holds for all p satisfying (19). 
Next consider Eq. (17) when b = 1. We use the notation established 
in Section 5. The class number of Q(d-6) is 2 (see, e.g., [2]) and so 
the order of p in the ideal class group must be 2. Hence, by Theorem 3(n), 
there are solutions to 
p* = 3242 + 8 (22) 
only if p = 3u2 + 8. Obviously, there can be no solution if there is none 
modulo some prime q. In particular, if we take q = 5, we see that there 
are no solutions of (22) when p 2 2 or 4 mod 5. 
Suppose that p = 3u2 + 8. By Theorem 3(iv) there is a second solution 
of Eq. (22) only if, for every prime q dividing U, (2 i q) = (- 1 j q). Hence, 
every such q must be congruent to 1 or 3 modulo 8. If p = 3u2 -+ 8 and 
p E 3 mod 5, then 5 1 u. Hence, there is at most one solution of (22) when 
p E 3 mod 5. 
When p E 1 mod 5, it is possible that there are two solutions. In fact, 
when p = 11, (n, U) = (1,2) and (3,21) are solutions. However, we 
propose the following. 
PRoPosInON 6. Equation (22) has a solution only if p = 3u2 + 8. 
There are no other solutions if there is a prime q dividing u such that q is 
congruent to 5 or 7 module 8, or q < 3 x 10s. 
(The last condition on q is found in Section 8 of [l].) Since u = 1 
implies p = 11, and p > 3q2, we have the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 6.1. If 1 I < p < 2.7 x 1019, then Eq. (22) has at most 
one solution. 
Applying the bound for n given by Theorem 4, we have another 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 6.2. If p > 11 and n d 5.7 x log, then Eq. (22) has 
at most the one solution n = 1. 
Let us now apply our results to the equation 
y2 + p” = x3. (23) 
By Corollary 6.1, Eq. (23) has been solved (modulo the construction 
of the fundamental unit of Q(d$)) for all p < 2.7 x 1019, satisfying 
(19) and (20). Moreover, if we only wish to solve (23) when n < 5.7 x 109, 
then we have an effective solution for all p satisfying (19) and (20). 
In particular, we have the following results for p = 11 and 
11 <p < 28,211. 
THEOREM 5. y2 + (11)” = x3 has the following primitive solutions: 
(i) the triviaI solution (x, y, n) = (1, 0, 0); 
(ii) (x, y, n) = (15, 58, 1) and (5, 2, 2); 
(iii) (x, y, n) = (3, 4, I) and (443, 9324, 3). 
Proof The solutions in (ii) are derived from Theorem 4(ii) since 
Eq. (21) has the solution (n, U) = (1,2). The solutions in (iii) are derived 
from Theorem 4(iii) since Eq. (22) has the two solutions (n, u) = (1,2) 
and (3,21). 
In Table I are all the p satisfying (19) and (20) in the range 
11 < p < 28,211. The superscript “a” means that p = 3u2 + 8, while 
the superscript “b” that p = 3u2 - 1. For these primes we have another 
theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let 11 <p < 28,211, and suppose p satisfies conditions 
(19) and (20). Then the equation 
y2 + p* = xs 
has the following primitive solutions: 
(i) the trivial solution 
tx, Y, 4 = (1, 0, 0); 
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TABLE I 
A List of the First 240 Primes, 11 <p < 28,211, Which Satisfy Conditions (19)-(2ly 
119ci7 12011 12203 12227 
12323 12347 12991 12611 
12923 13043 13187 13259 
13763 13859 13883 14051 
1’(411 14627 14699b 14797 
15083 15131a 15227 15443 
15.303 15923 ,597, 16067 
lG187 16427b ,645, 16763 
17027 17099 17123 17483 
17987 18,443 1.373,a 18803 
19259 19403 19739 19763 
20123 20147 20219 20911 
20507 20627 20747 20771 
21179 21227 21323 215rJ7 
22259 22283 22619 22643 
22511 22859 23003 23099 
23459 23531 23603 23627 
24083 24107 24179 24203 
2‘437 1 24419 24659 2’185 1” 
2497 1 25307 25523 25643 
2593 1 26003 26171 26387 
26627 26699 26723 2619 I 
270 1 I 27107 27299 27539 
27779 27803 27947 28211 
227 25,’ 397 
587b 659 6.33’ 
,019 1091’ 1163 
1451b ,499 ,523 
,787 ,811 ,907 
2099 2267 2339 
2531= 2939 2963 
325, 3323 3347 
3539 3659 3779 
3997 4019 4139 
4’151 4547 4643 
5051= 5147 517, 
5507 553, 565, 
613, 6203 6299 
6659 6103 6827 
70 19 7043 7 Ia; 
7307 745 1 7523 
7883 8147 8219 
8699 8819 8963 
9323 9371 9419 
9587 9803 9923 
10259 ,033, 10427 
10883 10979 1,171a 
11483 1,579 1,699 
a See the beginning of Section 7. The superscript “a” means that p = 312 + 8; the 
superscript “b”, that p = 3u2 - 1. 
(ii) ifp = 3u2 + 8, the solution 
(x, y, n) = (24” + 2, w + 31, 1); 
(iii) ifp = 3u2 - 1, the solutions 
and 
(x, y, n) = (4u2 - 1, U(W - 3), 1) 
(x, y, n) = (24” + 1, U(U2 - 3), 2). 
The formulas in Theorem 6 also apply to any prime p satisfying the 
following three sets of conditions: 
(i) conditions (19) and (20). 
(ii) either (a) p + 1 mod 5 or (b) p = 1 mod 5 and p # 3u2 + 8; 
(iii) either (a) p E 3 mod 16 or (b) p s 11 mod 16 and p = 3ru2 - 1, 
where r is a square-free integer with a factor 4 + 1 mod 4. 
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